MY WORD

Cyber-etiquette
The now common pre
fix cybercomes from mid -19 00
s cybernetics
‘science of communic
ation via
automatic control of ani
mal nerve
sys tems, electronic ma
chines and
computer s’. Etiquette
‘rules for
behaviour’ comes fro
m Old French
estiquette ‘a label or
small card
explaining how to be
have in court’;
later took the meaning
‘codes of
social behaviour’ in En
glish.
Related words: cyberf
raud,
cybersecurity, cyberspa
ce,
netiquette, ticket (as in
’tiquet)
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yber-etiquette is the ticket to safe and polite

Digital firewall systems in schools often actually inhibit the

communication over the internet. Would it were so!

use of legitimate online content. So education towards

This concept also spawned the other portmanteau

the development of personal awareness and safety is a

word netiquette, which major dictionaries now list as a fully-

necessary ingredient for defence – a cyber dimension of

fledged word.

stranger danger.

The ever-present fear for parents of children using the

If you innocently make a helpful comment to a young

internet is the presence of the dark clouds of ‘nastiquette’,

child in a crowd, and your own child of similar age remarks,

those who would seek to exploit children online.

“That was inappropriate behaviour … to that child you are a

The overwhelming majority of those on the internet, as
in general in society, tend to observe rules of decency and

stranger!” then you know the message is getting across.
Nonetheless, keep reinforcing at home the importance of

manners in their behaviour. With schools and parents being

cyber-etiquette and the ever-presence of the dark side. You

super-conscious of educating children about the potential

can be sure it is taught at school!

perils of life online, the chances are that most children will
learn to be aware and wary as they enter various stages of
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growth and independence.
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Historically, building formidable walls for protection
eventually failed for ancient China, and 20thC East Berlin.
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